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Hats with stories 



To everyone who likes a good story...
with or without a hat



The City Centre Hat Shop was founded by his great-
grandfather, who left it to his grandfather, who passed it
down to his father, who had given it to his son, João.
That shop, where João had played so many times when
he was a child, was now his!

João had always loved the place. He used to go there
when it was still his grandfather’s. He would sit on the
floor, choose a hat, and, with the hat on his head,
imagine that he was someone else altogether He would
become a hero who would go on countless adventures.



The business that had always grown when it had
belonged to his great-grandfather, his grandfather, and
his father, started to go downhill when John took over.

The storefront and shelves were full of hats, but hardly
anyone would come through the door to buy them.



One afternoon, an old lady wearing green came into the
shop. She sat in the only empty chair, next to the mirror,
complained about the weather and asked to see the rain
hats.



Because he had nothing to do, and the customer seemed
not to want to leave until the rain stopped, João told her
a story, the story of a rain hat that liked the sun...



Welcome to this very special hat shop!
The storefront and shelves of the City Centre Hat Shop are full of hats.
Walk into João’s shop and you’ll find bowler hats, umbrellas, caps and
big and small hats for all tastes.
But what makes these hats so special are the stories they have to tell.
Adventures, trips and memories that, shared by João, day after day,
bring more and more customers to the shop.
Would you like to find out what can be hidden under the brim of a hat?
Sit back comfortably and pick one.
You are sure to love each magical story!


